Abstract: In this study, two finite-difference time-domain algorithms are proposed for time domain analysis of the lossy nonuniform composite right/left-handed transmission line (CRLH TL). The results of the proposed algorithm are confirmed with those of the ADS commercial software. The numerical stability of the proposed algorithms is studied and a closed form formula for maximum temporal step size that guarantees algorithm stability is extracted. Finally, a new algorithm for timedomain analysis of the non-linear CRLH TLs using finite-difference time-domain is proposed. This algorithm does not impose any limitation on type of non-linearity. The results of the proposed algorithm have a good agreement with the results of the ADS commercial software.
Introduction
Veselago, in 1967, first theoretically analysed materials with both negative real permittivity (1) and permeability (m) [1] . Veselago showed that the materials with simultaneously negative real permittivity and permeability lead to opposite direction of the Poynting vector and wave vector. In these materials, the electric field, magnetic field and wave vector form a left-handed triad, compared with conventional materials where this triad is known to be right-handed [2] . The first experimental realisation of the left-handed metamaterial was obtained by Smith et al. [3] . The Smith's structure was based on artificial metallic structures, proposed by Pendry et al. [4, 5] .
The artificial metallic structures, such as arrays of metal wires and split-ring resonators are resonant. Therefore these structures show high loss and narrow bandwidth [2] . The advantages of double negative materials encourage many research groups to construct left-handed structures using different approaches. Theory of the transmission line metamaterial is proposed by some research groups, simultaneously [6 -8] . This theory is based on periodically series capacitance and shunt inductor to obtain the required negative 1 and m. A purely LH (PLH) transmission line is not physically possible. Therefore the composite right/ left-handed transmission line (CRLH TL) concept is introduced. The equivalent circuit of a CRLH TL is shown in Fig. 1a [9, 10] . Many structures for realisation of series capacitance and shunt inductor have been demonstrated [9 -13] . The CRLH TLs are widely used to improve the performances of the microwave device and circuits [14 -16] . Many applications and interesting phenomena are introduced by combining non-linearity with the LH structures. Fig. 1b shows the equivalent circuit of a typical non-linear CRLH TL [17 -20] .
Time-domain analysis of microwave circuits is regarded because of some benefits. It covers a wide frequency range with a single simulation run and an understanding of transient states in addition to steady states [21] . Full-wave analysis of microwave circuits such as transmission lines would provide more accurate results than the quasi-TEM analysis of them. But time consumption of the fullwave analysis is considerably greater than that of the quasi-TEM analysis. Moreover, the non-linear elements in structures lead to a complicated problem in the full-wave analysis. When the dimensions of microwave circuits are much smaller than the wavelength, the quasi-TEM model is valid [22 -26] . Thus, quasi-TEM assumption is accurate enough in artificial transmission lines that are effectively homogeneous structures.
Zhang and Spielman have analysed the one-dimensional (1D) CRLH TL in time-domain using method of moments [27] . Also, time-domain analysis of the 1D CRLH TL has been studied using Green function by Gómez-Diaz et al. [28] . This method has been developed to non-linear composite right-/left-handed (NCRLH) TL [29] . The proposed approach is based on the weak non-linearity assumption.
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is widely used in electromagnetic problems, such as multiconductor transmission lines and active multiconductor transmission lines because of simplicity, accuracy and easy to implement in linear and non-linear structures [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
In this paper, an explicit FDTD algorithm is proposed for time-domain analysis of non-uniform CRLH TLs. This algorithm is applied to general CRLH TL equations. These equations are first-order, linear integro-differential equations. The results of the proposed algorithm are compared with the results of the ADS commercial software. The stability condition of the proposed algorithm as an important key in numerical simulations is investigated and a closed form formula is extracted for maximum temporal step size. In this algorithm, the temporal step size should be fine enough to approximate the integrals, accurately. Thus, the time consumption of this algorithm is high. In the next step, a new set of differential equations is introduced to model the behaviour of the CRLH TLs. These equations are first order, linear differential equations and the integrals are removed. An explicit FDTD algorithm is applied to these equations. The results are compared with the results of the previous algorithm. The results show that the new algorithm is faster than the previous one and have a good agreement with the results of the previous algorithm. Finally, these algorithms are developed to the non-linear CRLH TLs. The NCRLH TL equations in a general case (series and shunt capacitances are considered as a non-linear capacitance) are extracted. These equations are first-order, non-linear differential equations. These non-linear equations are solved by an explicit FDTD algorithm. The results of the proposed algorithm are confirmed with those of the ADS commercial software.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the general formulation of a CRLH TL is reviewed. In Section 2.2, an explicit algorithm for solving the general CRLH TL equations is proposed. This algorithm is applied to a CRLH TL and the results are compared with the ADS commercial software results in Section 2.3, showing its capability to provide an accurate analysis of the CRLH TLs. In Section 2.4, stability of the proposed algorithm is investigated and a closed form formula for maximum temporal step size is extracted. This criterion is tested by an example. In Section 3, a new set of differential equations to model the CRLH TL is proposed. In Section 3.1, the proposed equations are solved by the FDTD method. The validation and accuracy of the proposed algorithm is investigated by some examples in Section 3.2. In Section 4, non-linear CRLH TL equations are introduced. An explicit FDTD algorithm for timedomain analysis of the non-linear CRLH TLs is proposed in Section 4.1. In this algorithm, some non-linear equations should be solved, thus a method is used to solve the nonlinear equations. This method is explained in Section 4.2. The validation and accuracy of the proposed algorithm is investigated by an example in Section 4.3. The conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
FDTD analysis of the non-uniform CRLH TL

General CRLH TL equations
The general CRLH TL equations can be represented as
where R(z), G(z), C R (z), L R (z) are the per-unit-length parameters and C L (z), L L (z) are the times-unit-length parameters of the CRLH TL. The V and I are the line voltages (with respect to the reference line) and line currents, respectively [27] . In these equations, the initial value of the currents and voltages across the line are considered to be 0. These equations are first-order, linear integro-differential equations.
FDTD formulation
Equations (1a) and (1b) do not have an analytical solution in a general case. Therefore a numerical method is needed to solve them. The FDTD method is one of the best methods, which can be used to solve the CRLH TL equations. The FDTD technique seeks to approximate the derivatives with regard to discrete solution points defined by the spatial and temporal cells [21] . In order to discretise these equations, the line is divided into N z sections where the length of each section is Dz. The total simulation time is divided into N t segments of length Dt. In order to insure stability of the discretisation and to insure second-order accuracy, N z + 1 voltage points, V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V Nz+1 and N z current points, I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I Nz are interlaced. Each voltage and adjacent current solution point is separated by Dz/2 as shown in Fig. 2b . In addition, the time points are also interlaced, and each voltage time point and adjacent current time point are separated by Dt/2 as illustrated in Fig. 2b [30 -32] . The integrals in (1a) and (1b) are approximated by trapezoidal rule as follows where t 0 = n 0 Dt and t = NDt. In this paper, t 0 is considered to be 0. Discretising the derivatives in (1a) and (1b) using second-order central differences according to the scheme in Fig. 2b and substituting (2) gives
where
, and
Solving (3a) and (3b) give the required recursive relations for interior points on the CRLH TL 
These equations are solved in a 'bootstrapping' fashion. In this method, first the voltages along the CRLH TL are solved for a fixed time from (4a) in terms of the previous solutions and then the currents are solved from (4b) in terms of these and previous values [34, 35] . The solution starts with an initially relaxed line having zero voltage and current values.
In the next stage, the terminal conditions are incorporated. Considering Fig. 2b , (4a) requires that we replace Dz with Dz/ 2 only for k ¼ 1 and k ¼ N z + 1. Referring Fig. 2a , we denote the currents at the source point (Z ¼ 0) as I 0 and at the load point (Z ¼ L) as I L . By substituting this notation into (4a), we obtain
Thus, the finite-difference approximation of (1a) and (1b) can be written as follows
The voltages and currents are solved by iterating k for a fixed time and then iterating time.
Numerical results
To confirm the validation of the proposed method, a CRLH TL is considered and the results of the proposed algorithm are compared with the results of the ADS commercial software. The CRLH TL is composed of 30 unit cells and with the circuit parameters [28] . This transmission line is a balanced CRLH TL with transition frequency f 0 ¼ 2.7215 GHz. The transmission line is loaded by a 50 V resistance and excited by a modulated Gaussian pulse with 50 V internal resistance as follows
where t 0 ¼ 5 ns, t ¼ 2 ns and A ¼ 1 V. The voltage at the end of the CRLH TL obtained by the proposed algorithm with Dt ¼ 0.01 ps for different carrier frequencies are shown in Fig. 3 . The results of the proposed algorithm are verified with the results of the ADS commercial software.
Stability analysis
Numerical stability is an important aspect of a numerical analysis. The time step Dt must be smaller than a certain critical value to prevent the unbounded growth of parasitic solutions of the equations. A numerical method is stable if and only if the spectral radius of the amplification matrix is less than one [36] . Thus, the amplification matrix of this scheme should be derived.
Finite-difference approximation of (1a) and (1b) in lossless and uniform case are as follows Thus, the amplification matrix of the proposed scheme is
The necessary condition for stability of the proposed algorithm gives
After some mathematical manipulation, maximum temporal step size is obtained as follows
To demonstrate the validity of the proposed stability condition, the mentioned CRLH TL in the previous example is considered. The maximum temporal step size using (21) becomes Dt max ¼ 0.0827043 ns. The voltage waveform at the end of the transmission line when Dt ¼ 0.083682 ns (slightly above Dt max ) is shown in Fig. 4 . Instability is clear in this figure. Thus, the proposed algorithm has a limitation. The temporal step size must be less than the Dt max for achieving the numerical stability. After numerical stability, convergence of the algorithm should be investigated. Fig. 5 shows envelops of the voltage at the end of the CRLH TL considering different temporal step sizes (less than Dt max to guaranty the numerical stability). As it is seen in Fig. 5 , for convergence Dt should be chosen about 0.001Dt max or less.
Owing to the integrals in (1), very fine temporal step size is needed to have a convergence to the solution. Therefore in the proposed algorithm, the temporal step sizes should be very fine to achieve convergence to the solution. Consequently, the computational cost of this method is high. To eliminate the integrals, a new set of equations is proposed to model the CRLH TLs behaviour. These equations are based on the differential equations.
New CRLH TL equations
To eliminate the integrals in (1a) and (1b), two new variables 'V C L ' (voltage along the C L ) and 'I L L ' (current of the L L ) are defined. Thus, the new formulation of the general CRLH TL can be written as follows
where V C L and I L L are the voltages of the series capacitances of the line and the currents of the shunt inductances of the line, respectively. The V and I are the line voltages (with respect to the reference line) and line currents, respectively. These equations are first-order coupled differential equations. In the next section, the FDTD method is used to solve these equations.
FDTD formulation of the proposed equations
In order to discretise these equations, the discretisation method of the voltages and currents of the line is the same with the previous algorithm. In addition, in order to insure stability of the discretisation and to insure second-order accuracy, N z voltage points for series capacitances, V C L1 , V C L2 , . . . , V C LN z and N z + 1 current points for shunt inductances, I L L1 , I L L2 , . . . , I L LN z +1 are interlaced. Each voltage of the series capacitance and adjacent current of the shunt inductance solution point is separated by Dz/2 as shown in Fig. 6 . In addition, the time points are also interlaced, and each voltage time point of the series capacitance and adjacent current time point of the shunt inductance are separated by Dt/2 as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Discretising the derivatives in (13) using second-order central differences according to the scheme in Fig. 6 give
These equations can be written as two-matrix equations as follows
and
These matrix equations are solved in a 'bootstrapping' fashion. In this method, first the line voltages and the currents of the shunt inductances along the CRLH TL are solved for a fixed time from (15) Dz/2 only for k ¼ 1 and k ¼ N z + 1. By substituting (6a) and (6b) into (15) , these matrix equations can be written at the beginning and the end of the line as follows (17) and
Finally, the finite-difference approximation of (13) can be written as follows
Numerical results
In this section, the proposed algorithm is applied to the CRLH TL mentioned in the previous section. The transmission line is excited by a modulated Gaussian pulse (t ¼ 2 ns, t 0 ¼ 5 ns, A ¼ 1 V) with 2 GHz carrier frequency. The voltage at the end of the transmission line is shown in Fig. 7 . The results have a good agreement with the results of the ADS commercial software. The stability condition of this algorithm is the same with the previous algorithm (Dt max ¼ 0.08270 ns). Fig. 8 shows the voltage at the end of the line when Dt ¼ 0.08265 ns. Instability is clear in this figure. In this algorithm, enough accuracy is achieved with Dt ¼ 0.1Dt max .
As in the previous example, Dt should be less than 0.001Dt max to achieve accurate results, as shows in Fig. 5 . Therefore in this example, the second algorithm is almost 100 times faster than the first algorithm, because the integrals are removed in these equations. In the next step, this method is applied to a nonuniform CRLH TL. This non-uniform CRLH TL is composed of ten unit cells [2] . The circuit parameters of the line are given in Table 1 . According to Fig. 2 , the parameters of the proposed
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The non-uniform CRLH TL is excited by a modulated Gaussian pulse (t ¼ 1 ns, t 0 ¼ 3 ns, A ¼ 1 V) with 4 GHz carrier frequency sinusoidal waveform. Fig. 9 shows the voltage at the end of the non-uniform transmission line obtained by the proposed algorithm and ADS commercial software. Good agreement is observed between them.
Non-linear CRLH TL
Recently, non-linear wave propagation concept in CRLH TL is studied in several papers [17, 18] . Owing to the advantages of the time-domain analysis in non-linear circuits, timedomain analysis of the non-linear CRLH TL has been considered. Temporal analysis of the non-linear CRLH is studied using time-domain Green's functions [29] . In this study, the considered non-linearity is weak. In this section, time-domain analysis of the non-linear CRLH TL using FDTD is studied. The proposed algorithm doesn't have any restrictions on non-linearity type. A non-linear CRLH TL can be provided by replacing the shunt capacitors (C R ) or series capacitors (C L ) by non-linear capacitances, which provide capacitors value as a function of the voltage applied at their terminals [17, 29] . In a general case, in this paper, the shunt capacitors (C R ) and series capacitors (C L ) are replaced by non-linear capacitances. Fig. 1b shows the equivalent circuit model of a non-linear CRLH TL in a general case. The second formulation is used to model the behaviour of the CRLH TLs, because of the benefits of these equations. These formulae in nonlinear regime can be written as follows , t) ) are non-linear capacitances. In this study, the hyper-abrupt junction diodes are considered as non-linear capacitances. This type of varactors exhibits the following C-V law
where V 0i is the built-in voltage and C 0i is the zero-biased capacitance [29] .
FDTD analysis of the non-linear CRLH TL
These equations are coupled, non-linear and first-order partial differential equations. According to the mentioned algorithm in Section 3, finite-difference approximation of (23c) and (23d) give
in which
Also, finite-difference approximation of (23a) and (23b) give www.ietdl.org
Similar to the algorithm that is mentioned in Section 3, incorporating the terminal conditions are considered. Thus, Dz is replaced with Dz/2 only for k ¼ 1 and k ¼ N z + 1. The currents are denoted at the source point (Z ¼ 0) as I 0 and at the load point (Z ¼ L) as I L . By substituting this notation into (25), we obtain
Finally, by substituting (6a) and (6b) into (27) and (28), finite difference approximations of the NCRLH TLs give some non-linear equations as
To obtain the voltages and currents along the transmission line, the Leap -Frog method is used. In this method, first the line voltages and the currents of the shunt inductances along the CRLH TL are solved for a fixed time from (29) in terms of the previous solutions and then the line currents and the voltages of the series capacitances are solved from (30) in terms of these and previous values. The solution starts with an initially relaxed line having zero voltage and current values. Therefore at each temporal step some nonlinear equations should be solved to calculate the currents and voltages at spatial steps. In the next section, Newton Raphson as a well-known method for solving the non-linear equations is explained.
Solve the non-linear equations
The Newton Raphson method is a well-known method to solve non-linear equations. This method converges faster than the bisection and false position method [37] . Exactly, (29) , in each k, is a set of two algebraic non-linear equations with two unknown parameters as
T . In this method, first, the process is started with the initial values for unknown parameters and then the Jacobian matrix is calculated upshot. The values of the unknown parameters are calculated in the next stage as follows
this iterative algorithm is executed until |F NLk (X m k )| , 1. The Jacobian matrix is given as follows
By solving (31) at each spatial step, the line voltages and currents of the shunt inductances are calculated, in the new temporal step. The line currents and the voltages of the series capacitances should be calculated in the new temporal step using the line voltages and the currents of the shunt inductance, which is obtained in the previous step.
To obtain the currents line and voltages of the series capacitances, (30) should be solved at each spatial step. Equation (30) , at each k, is a set of two algebraic non-linear equations with two unknown parameters as 
The line voltages, line currents, voltages of the series capacitances and currents of the shunt inductances are solved by iterating k for a fixed time and then iterating time. A flowchart that describes the proposed FDTD algorithm for time-domain analysis of the NCRLH TLs is shown in Fig. 10 .
Numerical results
The algorithm presented in the previous section is applied to a non-linear CRLH TL with two non-linear capacitances. This CRLH TL is composed of 20 unit cells and with the circuit parameters L L ¼ L R ¼ 2.5 nH, C 0R ¼ C 0L ¼ 1 pF and nonlinear parameters a R ¼ a L ¼ 1.4 and V 0R ¼ V 0L ¼ 3.5V. The transmission line is loaded by a 50 V resistance and excited by a modulated Gaussian pulse with 50 V internal resistance and t 0 ¼ 1 ns, t ¼ 0.4 ns and A ¼ 3 V. The convergence analysis is done and Dt is chosen 5 ps to obtain convergence and numerical stability. Fig. 11a shows the voltage at the end of the non-linear CRLH TL when f 0 ¼ 2.5 GHz and Fig. 11b shows the voltage at the end of the non-linear CRLH TL when f 0 ¼ 4.5 GHz. Fig. 11 depicts the time-domain output waveform of the modulated Gaussian pulse computed by the proposed algorithm and verified by the commercial software ADS. There is a good agreement between the results. The 
Conclusion
Time-domain analysis of the linear and non-linear CRLH TLs has been studied using FDTD method. Two algorithms have been presented to analyse the non-uniform CRLH TLs. The stability condition of the numerical method has been investigated and a closed form formula for maximum temporal step sizes has been proposed. The FDTD method has been applied to non-linear CRLH TLs. The results have a good agreement with the results of the ADS commercial software. Owing to simplicity, robust and generality, the proposed method can be used in the spread case of the metamaterial transmission lines in linear and non-linear regimes. 
